The solar tidal deformation of Mars, measured by its k 2 potential Love number, has been obtained from an analysis of Mars Global Surveyor radio tracking. The observed k 2 of 0.153 Ϯ 0.017 is large enough to rule out a solid iron core and so indicates that at least the outer part of the core is liquid. The inferred core radius is between 1520 and 1840 kilometers and is independent of many interior properties, although partial melt of the mantle is one factor that could reduce core size. Ice-cap mass changes can be deduced from the seasonal variations in air pressure and the odd gravity harmonic J 3 , given knowledge of cap mass distribution with latitude. The south cap seasonal mass change is about 30 to 40% larger than that of the north cap.
There are few geophysical constraints on the interior structure of Mars except the identification of meteorites (shergottites) thought to come from Mars, which are iron rich relative to an Earth-like mantle. The existence of remnant crustal magnetism (1) and the polar moment of inertia (2) imply that Mars has a substantial iron core that was liquid at one time. The size of the core is loosely constrained by the observed moment of inertia. However, factors such as mantle composition, temperature change with increasing depth, and average crustal thickness contribute to the uncertainty in core size. Crustal thickness has been estimated to range from 50 to 100 km (3, 4) . On the basis of Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) tracking data, Smith et al. (5, 6) reported a solution for the tidal Love number k 2 of 0.055 Ϯ 0.008, which implies the Martian core has solidified. Any value for k 2 Ͻ ϳ0.10 would indicate a solid core. We have analyzed over 3 years of MGS Doppler and range data acquired during gravity calibration and mapping (February 1999 to April 2002) and find a much larger Love number that is indicative of a liquid core. The Love number solution is stable when subsets of the data and parameter combinations are considered and input models are modified. k 2 is a scale factor multiplying the tidal gravitational potential of Mars and is detected remotely from the perturbations in the MGS spacecraft orbit. A larger k 2 indicates a greater deformation of the figure of Mars by the gravitational pull of the Sun and hence a less rigid Mars (7).
We determined the tidal Love number, equatorial precession rate, seasonal variations in the gravity harmonics J 2 and J 3 , and seasonal variations in rotation rate in a joint solution for these and other model parameters. These parameters included a static gravity field (up to degree 85), spin axis direction of Mars, the mass of Mars, the masses of Phobos and Deimos, atmospheric drag, solar radiation pressure, infrared and reflected radiation from the surface of Mars and spacecraft positions. The solution combined information from MGS data and Mars Pathfinder and Viking Lander range and Doppler data (8) . The Love number and seasonal gravity estimates depend mainly on the MGS data, whereas the lander tracking tends to fix Mars' pole position, mean precession rate, and seasonal spin variations. Our model also includes Mars nutation (9, 10). If nutation is omitted, it can substantially change the seasonal solution for J 2 , whereas the Love number change is about 10%.
The detection of tides on Mars depends on finding reliable, long-period signatures (longer than the spacecraft-orbit period) in their effects on the orbit of MGS, because shortperiod changes are too small to be observable (11). The tidal potential is given by
where ␣ and are the longitude and colatitude, respectively, of the Sun as seen from Mars; P 2m functions are the associated Legendre polynomials of degree 2 and order m; and k 20 , k 21 , and k 22 characterize the longitude independent (m ϭ 0), diurnal (m ϭ 1), and semidiurnal (m ϭ 2) tides. in Eq. 1. The effect of the tides causes changes in the spacecraft orbital elements that are different for each Love number contribution. The changes in the semimajor axis, orbital eccentricity, argument of pericenter, and mean anomaly due to tides are smaller than the contributions due to the uncertainty in the atmospheric drag. In order to minimize the effect of atmospheric drag on solutions for k 2 , the drag model solves for a new drag coefficient for each MGS orbit and thus effectively absorbs the influence of the along-track residual signature (12). So, the tidal signatures are clearest in the orbital inclination and longitude of the node. A crucial tidal signature is a secular drift in spacecraft orbit inclination related to the Sun-synchronous spacecraft orbit (13), which is primarily driven by the k 22 tide. The long-period changes in MGS orbit inclination, I, and node, ⍀, arise from a variety of sources, including direct gravitational action of the Sun, solid-body tides, solar-induced atmospheric thermal tides, seasonal changes in even zonal gravity coefficients, motion of the rotation axis of Mars (secular precession and small periodic oscillations or nutations), and solar radiation pressure. The tidal force on the MGS spacecraft is about 1/10 of the direct solar gravitational force ( fig. S2 ). Because the solar mass and position are accurately known, the uncertainty in the solar gravitational force is much smaller than the tidal force. Similarly, the uncertainties in the nutations (14) and the forces due to solar light pressure and light emitted from the martian surface are small compared with the tidal force. Seasonal changes in Mars gravity primarily affect the zonal harmonic gravity coefficients J n . The even zonal harmonics do not affect the inclination but significantly affect the orbit node. The odd harmonics weakly affect the orbit inclination and have a negligible effect on the node. Thus, the only secular or long-period changes we need to be concerned with for I and ⍀ are solid-body tides and the seasonal even zonal gravity.
The inclination change is given by (15)
where T ϭ 3/4(nЈ/n)(R/a) 
where ␤ is the angle between the spacecraft orbit normal and the Mars-to-Earth direction ( Fig. 1) and L is the longitude of the MGS orbit. The k 22 tidal force also has a signature on the nodal rate that is 1/20 of the inclination rate because of the near polar geometry (18).
The k 21 tidal component acting on the MGS orbit causes an annual signature of the inclination rate (18), but, because the signature is proportional to cos I, it is also 1/20 the size of the k 22 contribution. However, the effect of the k 21 tide on the node is proportional to sin I and can be significant for some orbital orientations:
The orbit node rate is also best determined by the Doppler data during face-on encounters. However, the k 21 contribution from Eq. 4 happens to vanish during face-on geometry (19). Also, the nodal rate due to k 21 tides is hard to separate from the nodal rate due to the seasonal changes in the even zonal gravity harmonics, which are given by (20, 21):
The estimated seasonal ␦J 2 inferred from air pressure changes (22) is
which results in a nodal rate signature that is comparable in amplitude to the k 21 contribution. Our results are determined by estimating only k 22 while constraining k 20 and k 21 to be equal to the solution of k 22 . Tidal k 21 is not well determined for the reasons above. Tidal k 20 is poorly determined because the k 20 tide can mimic much larger seasonal changes in J 2 (22) . In separate tests estimating k 20 and k 21 we find k 22 is much more accurate with formal uncertainties of (k 20 ) Ϸ 20(k 22 ) and (k 21 ) Ϸ 7(k 22 ), and the solution for k 21 is unstable (23).
The solutions for k 2 (as represented by k 22 , see Table 1 ), precession constant, and moment of inertia (24) are
Ϫ 3 arc sec/year (7) C/MR e 2 ϭ0.3650Ϯ0.0012
The uncertainties in Eq. 7 are five times as large as the formal standard deviation for the Love number and 10 times as large as the formal standard deviation for the precession to account for model deficiencies and colored noise (25). Table 1 shows that the solution for k 22 is stable for various subsets of the MGS data and with and without solutions for seasonal changes in both the odd and even zonal gravity harmonics. Figure 1 shows estimates for k 22 for each individual data segment, with only estimates shown that have estimated uncertainty Ͻ0.08. This shows that the strongest contribution to the estimate of k 22 results from the data arcs that have a nearly face-on geometry.
The estimated k 2 includes the effects of both solid-body (k 2 s ) and atmospheric (k 2 a ) tides. The atmospheric tide can be estimated with the use of knowledge of the semidiurnal pressure change at the surface (26, 27). We have used both atmospheric global circulation models (GCM) model estimates and Mars Pathfinder pressure data ( fig. S3 ). The semidiurnal pressure variation ranges from 0.5 to 1% of the mean pressure, and the maximum occurs about 1.5 hours before local noon. We estimate the contribution of the atmospheric tide to k 2 is about 0.004 to 0.008, implying that the solid-body Love number in Eq. 7 should be reduced by a similar amount. The effects of solid-body friction (i.e., phase lag) and fluid core nutation increase the effective Love number by about 0.002 (14, 16). Thus, the Love number in Eq. 7 should be reduced by 0.002 to 0.006.
The solid-body tide includes elastic and inelastic components. The elastic component can be compared with model calculations of tidal deformation (22, 28 -30) . The inelastic component depends on the tidal quality factor Q. Observation of the decay of the orbit of Phobos provides a measure of the quantity k 2 s /Q (31). Combining our estimate of k 2 (here, biased downward to k 2 ϭ 0.149 Ϯ 0.017) with the Phobos orbit decay measurements gives a new estimate for Q of:
For Earth, the inelastic solid-body tide is estimated to be less than 3k 2 /Q for the semidiurnal lunar tide (32) , so for Mars we estimate that the inelastic correction is less than 0.005 for k 2 . To account for this effect, we shall adopt a k 2 (elastic) value of 0.145 Ϯ 0.017. Mars interior. The tidal Love number depends primarily on the product of mantle rigidity and mantle thickness combined with the size and state of the core. Suites of models for the interior structure of Mars (i.e., density, rigidity, and bulk modulus) have been constructed with the use of Earth's known profile as a starting point (15, 22) . The composition of the mantle is parameterized by the molar fraction M ϭ Mg/ (Mg ϩ Fe) of magnesium relative to iron (for Earth, M is ϳ0.89). The temperature profile of the mantle is assumed to be the same as that for Earth at the same pressure plus a constant temperature offset ⌬T. The crustal thickness, h cr , is assumed to range between 50 and 100 km (3, 4) . The core density is parameterized by the sulfur content [defined by c ϭ FeS/(Fe ϩ FeS)] and is determined by the three free parameters ( M , ⌬T, and h cr ) and the known total mass of Mars (33) . These three-parameter 
11 APRIL 2003 VOL 300 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org models do not explore the full range of possible martian structures. Some researchers obtain similar results (26), whereas others construct a stiffer mantle with smaller k 2 (27). The calculated Love number and polar moment of inertia for a range of models as a function of core radius are shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 2A shows an estimated k 2 that constrains the core radius to be 1520 km Յ R c Յ 1840 km. The allowed range of models for Mars interior are limited by total moment and k 2 and defined by M ; ⌬T and h cr thickness are constrained to be in the box in Fig. 2B . We can infer that the molar fractions satisfy
and 15% Յ c Յ 75%. The inferred composition of Mars is close to that of Earth if it has a cold interior and thin crust. Models with mantles that are more iron rich than that of Earth are preferred either if the crust is as thick as 100 km or if the thermal profile is as warm as or warmer than Earth. The core size also implies that the core composition is not pure iron but mixed with a substantial light component such as sulfur or hydrogen (28) . A small c tends to be more consistent with a hot, iron-rich mantle, whereas a large c tends to be more consistent with a cold, Earth-like mantle. The lower bound on sulfur fraction in the core in Eq. 9 is near the estimated upper bound based on relative abundance arguments (26 -28). An alternative interpretation of the large observed k 2 is that the mantle is softer than the assumed elastic solid model because of partial melt at depth. The Love number k 2 for the Moon (34 -36) is about 20% larger than expected, and a similar interpretation may be the explanation. A molten fraction of 5% by volume would result in a reduction in rigidity of 10 to 15% and an increase in k 2 by a similar amount. This would have the effect of reducing the inferred core radius by 100 to 150 km.
Seasonal gravity. Seasonal changes in zonal gravity coefficients arise from Mars' CO 2 ice-cap growth and decay and are sensitive to the size and shape (i.e., variation in cap thickness with latitude) of each ice cap. Changes in air pressure can be used to estimate the total change in ice-cap mass (north and south). If both caps were the same size and their histories were 180°o ut of phase, then pressure would not change. The observed change in pressure is thought to be due primarily to the difference in the northern and southern cap sizes, although phasing cannot be entirely discounted. Smith et al. (5) , with the use of Mars Orbiter Laser Altimetry (MOLA) from MGS to Mars surface, estimated that the annual changes in the volumes of the northern and southern ice caps are about equal and that the cap thickness varies nearly linearly and increases with latitude. Our estimates of seasonal changes in J 2 and J 3 have been obtained as a periodic series in which the amplitudes of the sine and cosine coefficients (8) are solution parameters and can be used to test different models of cap formation. To investigate the robustness of the periodic series solution, we have made separate solutions with only annual sine and cosine terms estimated and with independent corrections to J 2 and J 3 estimated for each data segment, as was done by Smith et al. (5) (Fig. 3 ). The J 3 histories from the different solutions are similar. The J 2 histories are different but are more consistent during intervals when the spacecraft orbit is nearly faceon to Earth. This is possibly because the J 2 corrections are primarily determined from observations of changes in the orbital node and can correlate with variations in the atmospheric drag that also affect the node. We consider the estimated annual and semiannual corrections to be internally consistent and consistent with the corrections estimated from changes in air pressure (e.g., Eq. 6). The estimated corrections at shorter periods are suspect, particularly the 1/3-year term, which is much larger than predicted. The J 3 changes primarily affect the spacecraft orbit eccentricity and pericenter angle (21). Determination of these is best during edge-on geometry and is poorest during face-on geometry. However, the orbit is never exactly face-on, and thus one can resolve the J 3 changes over the whole data interval. 
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The estimated seasonal correction to J 3 is primarily annual and is given by
(10) and the uncertainties listed are five times larger than the formal estimates.
The influence of ice-cap mass distributions on the predicted gravity coefficients was explored with the use of four different thickness profiles as a function of latitude, ranging from a flat cap (model A) to a conical cap (model C) (Fig. 4) . For each distribution, the ice-cap mass history is derived by fitting the actual ␦J 3 inferred from the observed ␦J 3 and the known air pressure variation. The estimated scaling factors for true versus observed ␦J 3 for the different thickness profiles are given in Table 2 . Figure 5 shows the resulting time histories for the four models. The mass change in the northern cap inferred from the models ranges from 3.7 ϫ 10 15 to 8.6 ϫ 10 15 kg. The southern cap mass change is about 30 to 40% larger than the northern cap mass change. The northern cap density ranges from 1250 to 2900 kg/m 3 if we use the MOLA volume estimate for the northern cap (5). This result tends to favor model C because solid CO 2 density is 1600 kg/m 3 . Models A or B could be acceptable if the mass partially resides in a subsurface reservoir or if MOLA underestimates cap volume (37). The maximum north cap thickness is 0.4 m for a solid, uniform CO 2 sheet (i.e., model A).
There are several other tests of the preferred ice-cap model, but none are conclusive. We have estimated ␦J 5 in addition to ␦J 3 and found that the ratio ␦J 5 /␦J 3 ϭ 0.6 Ϯ 0.2. This result is consistent with cap thickness decreasing with decreasing latitude (5, 38) ( Table 2 and table  S3 ). However, the ␦J 3 estimate in Eq. 10 agrees with a GCM model calculation (39) 
Ϫ9
), recognizing that the estimated ␦J 3 has absorbed variations in all odd zonal gravity harmonics. This agreement suggests that models A or B* best fit this constraint. The estimated annual and semiannual correction to J 2 is given by ␦J2 ϭ (1.81 Ϯ 1.02) ϫ 10Ϫ9sin(ᐉЈ ϩ 12°) ϩ (2.32 Ϯ 0.94) ϫ 10Ϫ9 cos(2ᐉЈ -3°) (11) Again, the uncertainties listed are five times larger than the formal uncertainties. The observed ␦J 2 signal also suggests that the flat distribution is favored.
Seasonal rotation. MGS can also detect the seasonal rotation changes of Mars (Table 3) by effectively tracking the relative position of the large gravitational features such as Tharsis. The annual term observed with MGS agrees quite well with the Viking Lander estimate (2) and a model estimate derived from air pressure changes (22) . Contribution from annual changes in atmospheric zonal winds to rotation are apparently small. The semiannual term gives significantly different results by all three methods, and winds might be significant here. These results qualitatively agree with a GCM calculation (40) that finds that zonal winds contribute about 4% to the annual term and 30% to the semiannual term. Table 2 . 
